
Shakespeare Vocabulary List 2 Quiz 
 
Abhor  Carousing  Delude  Equivocate Harbinger Lascivious 
Minion s Multitudinous  Obsequious Prating  Provoke Psychopath 
Sociopaths Unbecoming  Usurp  Vantage 
 
1.  Students will sometimes accuse a 'teacher's pet' of being _________________________, but 

many times, the student just gets along well with the teacher and isn't hunting for good grades. 

 

2. Often, a student will ________________________ with their parents while telling them how 

they failed to turn in an assignment on time by giving multiple excuses. 

 

3.  The amount of birds in a flock of Starlings is ____________________________, at a distance, 

the flock looks like a black cloud. 

 

4.  Most people seem to ______________________ the smell of Limburger cheese, which makes 

me wonder why people buy it at all. 

 

5.  Eventually after Lenin's death, Stalin would ______________________ control of the Soviet 

government, partly by assassinating his rivals, such as Leon Trotsky. 

 

6. When one spouse is cheating on another, they will often try to _______________________ the 

other person into making them think that nothing is really going on. 

 

7.  Although terrorists are attempting to scare the world right now, I think that they are merely 

going to ____________________ the countries of the world into retaliation. 

 

8.  Although St. Patrick's Day is a religious holiday, it is not uncommon for a person to celebrate 

it by ___________________________, which of course, has nothing to do with religion. 

 

9.  In many competitive games such as Monopoly, the players will be looking for a 

_____________________ point from which to dominate the board.  Usually it will be Boardwalk, 

and or Park Place. 



 

10.  I think that many people fear being seated next to someone on an airline flight who is 

extremely talkative, and who will be ________________________ on and on for the entire ride. 

 

11.  Don Juan was a famous villain who exhibited ___________________________ behavior, as he 

often attempted to seduce women. 

 

12.  The barriers that drop down at railroad tracks are a __________________________ which 

indicate that a train is coming. 

 

13.  Many gang members are __________________________, as they follow their own rules, and 

do not seem to care about what is proper behavior. 

 

14.  In the G.I. Joe series, Cobra Commander has a ton of ______________________, and it makes 

me wonder, where does he hire all these bad guys? 

 

15.  Burping at a fancy dinner is considered __________________________ behavior. 

 

16.  Most investigators believe that Jack the Ripper was a ________________________, because 

no one ever found out who he was, indicating that he must have been good at seeming 

innocent. 

 
 


